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Two Suboptimal Algorithms for Downlink
Beamforming in FDD DS-CDMA Mobile Radio

Ying-Chang Liang, Senior Member, IEEE,and Francois Chin

Abstract—Two suboptimal algorithms are proposed for down-
link beamforming in FDD DS-CDMA mobile radio by using uplink
beamforming weights. One is a null-constrained method, which
maintains the same null positions for both uplink and downlink
beam patterns; the other is a frequency-calibrated method which
constrains the same main beam positions for both patterns. We
also evaluate the multicell downlink capacity of DS-CDMA systems
using per-user-per-weight beamforming scheme. Outer cell inter-
ference is modeled as an AWGN process whose variance is propor-
tional to the average intracell total tranmitted power. Computer
simulations are given to compare the single cell and multicell ca-
pacities using different downlink beamforming weight generation
algorithms.

Index Terms—Adaptive beamforming, code division multiple ac-
cess, frequency calibration, frequency division duplex, power con-
trol.

I. INTRODUCTION

W IDEBAND DIRECT SEQUENCE code division mul-
tiple access (DS-CDMA) has been adopted as a radio

access technology for third generation mobile communication
systems due to its high system capacity and its flexibility to
support a variety of voice and data services. The combination
of spatial division multiple access (SDMA) and power control
can provide improved capacity for DS-CDMA systems [1]–[4].
For example, maximal ratio combining (MRC) based weight
generation and power-based power control are proposed in
[1]; minimum mean squared error-based (MMSE) weight
generation and signal-to-interference ratio-based (SIR) power
control are proposed for CDMA without multidelay paths in
[2] and with multidelay paths in [4]. In [10], we proposed a
uplink beamforming and power control technique (UBPCT)
to generate uplink beamforming weights for multirate CDMA
with beamformer/Rake combiner two-stage structure. UBPCT,
which takes care of multiple access interference (MAI) and
interfinger interference (IFI) due to multidelay paths, gener-
ates uplink beamforming weights by minimizing all users’
transmitted powers individually while maintaining the SIR
requirement, thereby yields optimal solution in terms of power
consumption as well as capacity enhancement.

In practice, it is also desirable to improve downlink perfor-
mance; and in fact, downlink performance is even more im-
portant for the future communication systems in which wire-
less internet, video-on-demand and multimedia services are to
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be required. Traditional methods for downlink beamforming
consist of two steps: 1) estimating instantaneous or statistical
downlink channel responses and 2) computing downlink beam-
forming weights. So far, there are many literatures dealing with
these two steps. Specifically, uplink and downlink channel re-
sponses are reciprocal for time-division-duplex (TDD) mode if
the dwell time is small. For frequency-division-duplex (FDD)
mode, however, both links use different carrier frequencies, thus
the transmissions in these two links are independent. Therefore,
probing-feedback approach is used to estimate instantaneous
downlink channel responses [17]; or DOA-based approach [6],
[16] or frequency-calibrated (FC) approach [12] is used to ob-
tain statistical downlink channel responses. It is pointed out that
the FC approach is a promising technique for estimating statis-
tical downlink channel responses as it does not require to esti-
mate DOAs.

If downlink channel responses are available, Rashid-Farrokhi
et al. [4] proposed a virtual uplink beamforming and power
control technique (V-UBPCT) to generate downlink beam-
forming weights by converting downlink beamforming problem
into a virtual uplink problem. For CDMA systems, however,
downlink beamforming problem does not correspond to a
solvablevirtual uplink one if MAI and IFI due to multi-delay
paths are well considered. To solve this problem, Lianget al.
proposed a modified V-UBPCT [11] by taking care of the IFI
and MAI due to multidelay paths and orthogonality of downlink
codes. In [11], we also considered multirate CDMA systems.
The V-UBPCT method of [11] is based on the criterion of
minimizing the total transmitted power while maintaining the
SIR requirements, which is physically meaningful from the
viewpoint of minimizing the interference pollution to the outer
cells, thus of increasing the multicell capacity. From power
control point of view, the downlink beamforming algorithms
in [14] and [18]–[20], which are based on fixed transmitted
powers, are not self-complete algorithms.

Even though much progress has been made for both steps
in traditional downlink beamforming methods, we explore in
this paper the possibility of generating downlink beamforming
weights from a completely different way. In fact, since uplink
beamforming weights are ready information at the base station,
we try to generate downlink beamforming weights by modifying
uplink ones for FDD DS-CDMA systems.

Let us compare the optimal solutions for uplink and down-
link beamforming. Fig. 1 shows per-user-per-weight (PUPW)
uplink beamforming scheme [10], with which the matched filter
outputs for each path are passed to a beamformer, followed by
a Rake combiner. The beamformer is used to track the DOAs,
and average received powers of desired user and interfering
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Fig. 1. PUPW uplink beamforming scheme.

users; while Rake combined is employed to maximize instan-
taneous signal-to-interference noise ratio (SINR). Since fast
transmit power control is used in practice, the average powers
for all users tend to be constant. Thus, the optimal uplink
beamforming weights are dependent on the DOAs and constant
received powers of all users. For downlink, a PUPW downlink
beamformer is equipped at the base station [11], [15], and
a normal Rake receiver is equipped at the mobile terminal.
By converting downlink beamforming problem into a virtual
uplink one, the optimal downlink beamforming weights are
also functions of DOAs and constantvirtual received powers
of all users. It is seen that both optimal uplink and downlink
beamforming weights are functions of DOAs of all users,
which are the same for both links. Therefore, it is possible to
generate downlink beamforming weights by modifying uplink
weights for FDD systems. Two new methods are proposed:
null constrained (NC) method, which maintains the same null
positions for both uplink and downlink beam patterns; and
frequency calibrated (FC) method, which constrains the same
main beam positions for both beam patterns.

Since the optimal uplink and downlink weights are also func-
tions of constant received powers in uplink and constant vir-
tual received powers in downlink, which could be different for
both links due to possibly asymmetric traffic, asynchronous re-
ception and random codes/synchronous transmission and or-
thogonal codes in uplink/downlink, the optimal downlink beam-
forming weights could not be generated from uplink weights
completely. Therefore, the new algorithms are referred to as sub-
optimal methods. However, compared with the optimal solution
which requires complicated computations, the new algorithms
are simpler for implementation.

Another objective of this paper is to propose a method for
evaluating multicell capacity of a multirate DS-CDMA system
with base station antenna array using joint beamforming and
power control technique. Outer cell interference is modeled
as an additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) process whose
variance is proportional to the average intracell total tranmitted
power. A new simple method is proposed for evaluating
downlink multicell capacity. With the new method, it is able to
compare different downlink beamforming algorithms.

This paper is organized as follows. In Section II, the uplink
and downlink system models are given. Section III studies up-

link beamforming and power control problem in which single
cell and multiple cell cases are considered. In Section IV, single
cell and multiple cell downlink capacities are considered by
using downlink beamforming and power control technique. Sec-
tion V compares real and virtual UBPCTs, and propose two
suboptimal algorithms for generating downlink beamforming
weights. Computer simulation results are given in Section VI to
evaluate the multicell capacities for different downlink beam-
forming algorithms. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section
VII.

II. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

Suppose mobile users share the same sector in which a
-element uniform linear array (ULA) is equipped. Narrow-

band signals are first spread to wideband signals using different
spreading codes, then transmitted to the desired user. For up-
link, signals received at base station antenna array are passed
into an adaptive beamformer, followed by a Rake receiver for
coherent detection. For downlink, signals to be transmitted are
first multiplexed at the base station antenna array, then trans-
mitted through physical channels; while at mobile terminals,
Rake receivers are employed in order to coherently detect the
information signal.

A. Uplink and Downlink Signal Spreading

In uplink, only long random spreading is used for basic data
rate users; while for high data rate users, the data sequences
are first converted to several parallel basic rate data streams,
with each of them spread by different orthogonal short spreading
sequences and then summed up to be randomized by a long
random sequence with the same chip rate as the basic rate users.
Specifically, suppose useris with normalized data rate ,
which is the ratio of the th user’s uplink data rate to the basic
data rate. If , the th received signal at the base station
is , where and

are the data signal and spreading signal, respectively;
the average received power for one code channel of user.

The basic processing gain is.
In downlink, the basic data rate users are first spread by dif-

ferent orthogonal short spreading codes, and then summed up to
be randomized by the same long random sequence with the same
chip rate as the orthogonal spreading sequences. For high data
rate users, the data sequences are first converted to several par-
allel basic rate data streams, with each of which spread by dif-
ferent orthogonal short spreading sequences and then summed
up to be randomized by the long scrambling sequence.

Suppose user is with normalized data rate , which is
the ratio of the th user’s downlink data rate to the basic data
rate. Let and be the data signal and spreading
signal of the th user’s th code channel, respectively, and
the average transmitted signal power for one code channel of
user . The th signal to be transmitted to mobile useris

, for .

B. Channel Models

A discrete time delay wide sense stationary uncorrelated
scattering (WSSUS) model is employed to represent the
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channel [7], [13]. Specifically, due to reflections by obstacles,
many propagation paths with different time delays are created.
A DS-CDMA receiver resolves the multipath into several delay
paths having discrete time delays which equal to the multiples
of the spreading sequence chip duration. The resolved delay
path with time delay represents a group of multipath compo-
nents having delays over the interval . For
uplink, the received signal at the base station can be written in
a vector form as

(1)

where
number of resolvable delay paths of user;

and
th delay path channel response and time delay of

user , respectively;

receiver background noise vector, each element of
which is an independent AWGN with one-sided
spectrum density .

For downlink, let denote the downlink beamforming
weight vector for user , and assume mobile users have the
same number of uplink and downlink delay paths. The received
signal at mobile user is given by

(2)

where and denote the downlink channel vector and
time delay corresponding to theth delay path of user, respec-
tively; and is AWGN received at mobile. We assume the
one-sided spectrum density of is .

To establish uplink and downlink channel models mathemat-
ically, we use two parameters to describe each delay path: nom-
inal DOA and angular spread. For example, for user’s th delay
path, if the nominal DOA is and the angular spread is ,
then the DOA’s of the multipath components for that delay path
are uniformly distributed over . We
also use angular separation,, to describe the distribution of
the nominal DOAs for all delay paths of user. Specifically, the
nominal DOAs, s, are assumed to be uniformly distributed
over , with uniformly distributed over
the possible DOAs, say , if each cell is divided into
three sectors.

Let us consider user ’s th delay path, and denote
as the DOAs for the

multipath components of that delay path. The uplink
steering vector, for signals arriving from DOA
is: ,
where is antenna spacing, and is uplink wavelength. By
denoting as the complex path strength of the signal
coming from the th DOA, it is seen that the uplink channel
response is given by

(3)

Note , where is the combined up-
link shadowing and path loss parameter for user, and
accounts for uplink fast fading effect. Here, we assume that the
DOAs are time-invariant, which is reasonable since the change
in direction of the mobile with respect to the base station is
negligible during a small observation time, such as several time
slots.

For FDD systems, according to reciprocal law, only the DOAs
remain unchanged for uplink and downlink transmissions [16].
Thus, the downlink channel response can be written as

(4)

where

is the downlink steering vector at DOA . Here is the
downlink wavelength, is the complex
path strength of the signal leaving for theth DOA with
being the combined downlink shadowing and path loss param-
eter for user , and accounts for downlink fast fading
effect.

III. U PLINK BEAMFORMING AND POWER CONTROL

A. Single-Cell Environment

Denote as the required SIR value, the power vector
which consists of the received powers normalized by the back-
ground noise power density. The optimal uplink weight and
power vectors can be determined via joint uplink beamforming
and power control technique (UBPCT) [2], [10]. For PUPW
beamforming scheme, given the converged beamforming
weights, , the power vector can be determined
by [10]

(5)

which yields

(6)

where

and

if

if

(7)
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The average total received power at the base station is given
by

(8)

where with
, and represents statistical expec-

tation over DOA.
For uplink, power constraint is specified for each mobile user.

The system capacity can be evaluated by determining the max-
imum number of users with which the outage probability is less
than certain value, say 0.01, given a certain power constraint.
By outage probability, we mean the probability with which the
maximum achievable SIR value is less than the prescribed SIR
value.

B. Multiple-Cell Environment

In this subsection, we extend the single-cell results into mul-
tiple-cell environment. The main idea involved with the anal-
ysis is that while the received powers at the base station from
the users within the own cell is specific in the sense that they
are dependent on the given spatial distribution of users within
the same cell, the overall interference power from intercells is
almost constant as it is a statistical value. We model the intercell
interference as an AWGN process whose power (normalized by
background noise power density) is proportional to the average
intracell interference power, denoted as . Here, is
also normalized by the background noise power density. The
proportional coefficient, , is dependent on the distance-de-
pendent path loss decay law index,, standard deviation of the
shadowing effect, , as well as multipath fading and power con-
trol error. When multipath fading and power control error are
neglected, for and [9]. In Appendix A,
it is shown that the intracell interference power is given by

(9)

In order to keep as a positive value, should satisfy
the following condition

(10)

which means that the single-cell average total received power
should be less than a predetermined constant, , in order for
the multiple-cell systems to support the same number of users
for each sector. When dB for ,
and dB for .

When both single- and multiple-cell have the same number of
users, . Usually, has a maximum value, ,
say 30 dB. From (9), a more strict condition should be satisfied

(11)

Therefore, for multiple-cell case, the system capacity is deter-
mined by the maximum number of users with which the cor-
responding single cell average total received power is less than

.

IV. DOWNLINK BEAMFORMING AND POWER CONTROL

A. Single-Cell Environment

In downlink, beamforming is implemented at the base sta-
tion, and the beamforming weights should be predetermined. In
[11], iterative virtual power weighted (IVPW) or virtual power
weighted (VPW) algorithms were proposed to realize virtual
UBPCT. In the next section, we will also propose two subop-
timal algorithms to generate downlink beamforming weights.

Denote as the downlink power vector consisting of the
transmitted powers normalized by the background noise power
density as seen at the cell boundary, andthe required SIR
value. Once downlink beamforming weights are determined,
fast transmit power technique [5] can be used to adjust the
transmit powers while maintaining the SIR requirements.
Mathematically, the downlink power vector can also be deter-
mined by [11]

(12)

where

and, see (13) at the bottom of the page, withbeing the dis-
tance between the base station and theth user; the cell ra-
dius. Here we have assumed that the AWGN noise powers are
equal for every mobile users and ignored the shadowing effect.
From (12), is DOA and distance dependent. The average
total transmitted power seen at the cell boundary is given by

(14)

if

if

(13)
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where (Note:
with

and

.
For downlink, power constraint is specified for total trans-

mitted power (normalized by the background noise spectrum
density) provided by the base station. The system capacity can
be evaluated by determining the maximum number of users with
which the outage probability is equal to a certain value, say
0.01, given a certain power constraint value. For single-cell case,
we may try to maximize the maximum achievable SINR values
such that the systems can support more and more users. Methods
for doing this need not consider too much about the power con-
straint as the background noise power can be neglected.

B. Multiple-Cell Environment

1) Outer Cell Interference:For multiple-cell systems,
although each outer cell may have different total transmitted
power due to randomness of the DOAs and path distances of
its own users, the total intercell interference seen at the specific
cell may be considered as an AWGN process whose variance
is proportional to the average intracell interference power,
denoted as . Different from uplink case, each mobile user
right here receives intercell interference with different powers
[8], , where with being
the distance between the specific mobile user and its own base
station, s the distances between the specific user to other
outer cell base stations.

In Appendix B, it is shown that the average intracell interfer-
ence power is given by

(15)

where . In order to keep as a positive value,

should satisfy the following condition

(16)

More strictly, for downlink transmission, the total transmitted
power seen at the cell boundary has a limit, , i.e.,

. Therefore, in order for multicell cases to satisfy the same
power constraint, the maximum single cell average total trans-
mitted power should satisfy

(17)

Table I shows values with respect to different s and s
for and .

2) Downlink Multiple-Cell Capacity Determination
Method: If power constraint is not added, single- and mul-
tiple-cell cases may yield same outage probability when same
number of users is considered. This is not the case when
power constraint is considered. Specifically, for single–cell

TABLE I
P VALUES (IN dB) WITH RESPECT TODIFFERENTP s AND c s:� = 4:0

case, since the noise power is relatively small, the outage
probability without power constraint will approach that with
relatively larger power constraint, say 20 dB. However, for
multiple-cell case, since the noise power is relatively larger than
that in single–cell case, to achieve same outage probability,
the required power constraint for multiple-cell case will be
much larger than that for single–cell case. Therefore, power
constraint should be considered in determining multiple-cell
capacity of DS-CDMA systems.

The algorithm for determining downlink multicell capacity
consists of the following steps.

(1.1) Calculate single cell average total transmitted powers,
s, using Monte Carlo simulations for different number

of users;
(1.2) Compute multiple-cell average total transmitted powers,

s via (15).
(1.3) Perform Monte Carlo simulations to obtain statistics of

total transmitted powers, s, using (23) in Appendix
B, for different DOAs and distances.

(1.4) Calculate outage probability
for given power constraints, s.

(1.5) Determine system capacity with respect to different power
constraints.

There are two ways to simplify the simulation complexity.
First, in step (1.1), for given number of users, is the av-
erage total transmitted power over the random variables, DOA
and distance. Denote as the average total transmitted power
over the random variable DOA when all users are along the cell
boundary. From (14), we have . Therefore, only

needs to be evaluated. Second, in step (1.3), as the down-
link beamforming weights are independent of the path losses
[15], we may first vary the DOAs and set for all s, and
compute in (23) in Appendix B, then vary the distances
to generate in (23), thus obtain the for that specific
set of DOAs and distances. Therefore, for a given set of DOAs,
many (say 1000) total transmitted powers are obtained, which
are dependent on different combination of distances; however,
only one in (23) needs to be computed.
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V. DOWNLINK BEAMFORMING BY MODIFYING UPLINK

WEIGHTS

In [11], V-UBPCT algorithm is developed to generate down-
link beamforming weights. Even though V-UBPCT yields op-
timal solution to downlink beamforming problem, same as other
traditional downlink beamforming schemes, it is difficult for
implementation in practice as it requires downlink channel re-
sponses and complicated computations. In this section, we first
review algorithm steps of UBPCT for uplink and V-UBPCT for
downlink; then compare the generated beam patterns of optimal
uplink and downlink weights; finally, two new downlink beam-
forming algorithms are proposed by modifying uplink weights
for FDD DS-CDMA.

A. Algorithm Steps of Real and Virtual UBPCTs

First, let us examine how the optimal uplink and downlink
beamforming weights are obtained. To minimize all mobiles’
transmitted powers individually, uplink uses real UBPCT
method to generate uplink beamforming weights [10]; down-
link, however, employs virtual UBPCT method to generate
downlink beamforming weights in order to minimize the total
transmitted power [11], [15]. Real and virtual UBPCTs involve
the following similar iterative steps.

(2.1) Choose an initial real (virtual) uplink power vector;
(2.2) Compute the real (virtual) uplink weight vectors for given

real (virtual) uplink power vector;
(2.3) Adjust the real (virtual) uplink power vector for given real

(virtual) uplink weight vectors;
(2.4) Update (2.2) and (2.3) until the power and weight vectors

are converged.

In real UBPCT, the real uplink channel responses are involved
in the adaptive process. In virtual UBPCT, however, the down-
link channel responses are set to be the virtual uplink channel re-
sponses, and the generated virtual uplink beamforming weights
are used as the real downlink beamforming weights. In steps
(2.2) and (2.3), orthogonality of downlink codes has been con-
sidered for virtual UBPCT. However, when the number of mul-
tipaths becomes large, or the orthogonality of downlink codes is
ignored, the real UBPCT is actually the counterpart of the vir-
tual UBPCT.

B. Beam Pattern Comparison

Let us compare the uplink and downlink beam pat-
terns generated by the real and virtual UBPCTs. De-
note and

as, respectively, the converged
uplink and downlink beamforming weight vectors for the

th user. Although the generated uplink beam response,
, is not always equal to the generated

downlink one, , at every DOA, these
two responses do have some similarities, especially for the
main beam and null positions, which are of vital importance for
both links. As we are more concerned about how to increase
the system capacity or how to support more high rate users

Fig. 2. Generated uplink and downlink beam patterns using real and virtual
UBPCTs.

using adaptive antenna array, we consider the cases in which
the system is working in the near full capacity, or the system
has some very high rate users. In those cases, on one hand,
both uplink and downlink direct their main beams toward the
desired user. On the other hand, uplink employs nulls to null
out stronger interfering users, such as high rate users; while for
downlink, nulls are directed to high rate users such that these
users will receive less interference pollution. In particular, the
criteria of putting nulls by this way are that, for uplink, all
users’ transmitted powers are minimized individually; while
for downlink, the total transmitted power is minimized in order
for all users to work in the prescribed SINR values. Therefore,
for symmetric traffic environment, both links’ patterns put
common nulls at the high rate users, while maintain the same
main beams.

Fig. 2 shows the generated uplink and downlink beam pat-
terns using real and virtual UBPCTs, respectively. Here, user 1
is the interesting user, the other 19 users are interfering users,
and GHz, GHz, and the processing gain is
16. These beam patterns are obtained by increasing the target
SIR to certain value, which is also equivalent to increase the
total user number. It is seen that both links have very near posi-
tions for both main beams and nulls.

C. Downlink Beamforming by Modifying Uplink
Weights for FDD

In view of the similarities between the generated beam pat-
terns using real and virtual UBPCTs, downlink beamforming
weights can be generated by modifying uplink beamforming
weights. Two suboptimal algorithms are proposed to constrain
the same positions for nulls and main beams: NC algorithm,
which maintains the same null positions for both uplink and
downlink beam patterns, and FC algorithm, which constrains
same main beam position for both beam patterns. Since uplink
beamforming weights are ready information at the base station
[3], the new algorithms are easy for implementation.

1) NC Algorithm: The NC algorithm consists of the fol-
lowing steps.
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Fig. 3. Generated beam patterns using NC method.

(3.1) Determine the uplink beam pattern’s nulls,
, using the polynomial formed from the uplink

weights:

(18)

(3.2) Transform the phase components of the uplink beam pat-
tern’s nulls, and obtain the phase components of down-
link beam pattern’s nulls as , where

, for .
(3.3) Construct the downlink beam pattern’s nulls as

with
or simply for .

(3.4) Construct the downlink beamforming weight vector:

(19)

Fig. 3 shows an example of generated uplink beam pattern
by UBPCT, denoted as MMSE (up), and generated downlink
beam patterns using NC-MMSE and D-MMSE methods. Here,
NC-MMSE modifies uplink weights for downlink using NC
method; while D-MMSE uses uplink weights for downlink di-
rectly. The NC algorithm keeps same null positions for both up-
link and downlink beam patterns. It is expected that NC algo-
rithm is powerful for capacity enhancement for single cell, sym-
metric traffic environments. However, for asymmetric traffic en-
vironment, the NC algorithm may be far away from the optimal
solution.

2) FC Algorithm: In [12], frequency calibrated algorithm
was proposed to estimate downlink channel covariance matrix
(DCCM) for FDD systems using uplink channel covariance ma-
trix (UCCM). In this paper, we apply this algorithm to estimate
downlink beamforming weights using uplink ones. FC algo-
rithm involves the following steps.

Fig. 4. Generated beam patterns using FC method.

(4.1) Construct uplink weight covariance matrix (UWCM):
, where is the

number of samples;
(4.2) Estimate downlink weight covariance matrix (DWCM),

;
(4.3) Compute the principal eigenvector of DWCM, and set it as

the downlink beamforming weight vector.
In step (4.2), for uniform linear array, a fast computation

method exists for estimating DWCM if the UWCM and DWCM
are made to be Toeplitz. Denote and as the real part of

the first column of and , respectively; and
as the imaginary part of the first column (excluding the first el-
ement) of and , respectively. Then, we have

and (20)

Here, and are called FC matrices, which are dependent on
uplink and downlink carrier frequencies, geometry of base sta-
tion antenna array and cell sectorization. Please refer to [12] for
some examples of FC matrices. Fig. 4 shows an example of gen-
erated downlink beam patterns using FC method and D-MMSE
method. It is pointed out that the generated downlink weight
vector via FC algorithm is equivalent to the downlink steering
vector whose DOA is equal to the maximum point of the uplink
beam pattern. Therefore, FC algorithm is also called peak con-
strained (PC) method.

VI. PERFORMANCEEVALUATION THROUGH COMPUTER

SIMULATIONS

Computer simulations were carried out to evaluate the ca-
pacity of DS-CDMA systems with antenna array via PUPW
beamformer. A six-element ULA is equipped for each sector
(three sectors per cell). Macrocell systems are considered in
which the angular separation between each delay path of the
same user is within , and the angular spread for each delay
path is . Each user is with two delay paths and the processing
gain is . The required SIR threshold is chosen to be

dB. We also choose GHz,
GHz and .

The following downlink beamforming algorithms are com-
pared.
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TABLE II
P AND P VALUES (IN dB) FOR DIFFERENTDATA RATE DISTRIBUTION: G = 16; c = 0:6

• D-MMSE/D-MRC: Uplink MMSE/MRC weights are
used for downlink directly.

• FC-MMSE, NC-MMSE/FC-MRC, NC-MRC: Uplink
MMSE/MRC weights are first processed via FC/NC
algorithms, then used for downlink.

• IVPW-1/VPW-1: IVPW/VPW algorithms [11] are used to
estimate downlink beamforming weights with estimated
downlink equivalent one-path channel vectors (EOCVs)
as input.

• IVPW-T: Algorithm A in [15] is used to estimate down-
link beamforming weights with true downlink multidelay
channel vectors as input.

• IVPW-A: Uplink multidelay path vectors are used to de-
termine downlink multidelay path channel vectors via FC
algorithm, then Algorithm A in [15] is employed to esti-
mate downlink beamforming weights with the estimated
downlink multidelay channel vectors as input.

Real UBPCT in [10] is used to generate uplink MMSE
weights; while uplink MRC weight vector is equal to the
principal eigenvector of the UCCM. Two types of data rate
distributions are evaluated.

• Type 1 (Symmetric Traffic):Uplink data rates are chosen
to be , for ; downlink data rates
are , for ;

• Type 2 (Asymmetric Traffic):Uplink data rates are ran-
domly chosen from with total data rate

, while downlink data rates are from
with .

Table II shows the single-cell average uplink total transmitted
powers, , with respect to different number of users. Using
(15), the multicell average uplink total transmitted powers,

, with respect to different number of users are also given
in Table II. These values will be used in (21) in Appendix A
when the uplink beamforming weights are to be determined for
multicell environment.

A. Single Cell Capacity

Fig. 5(a) shows the outage probability with respect to
different number of users for Type 1 data rate distribution. It is
seen that IVPW-1 is the best among the algorithms compared,
which can support 31 users. NC-MMSE, FC-MMSE and
D-MMSE can support 26, 24, and 21 users, respectively,
showing that NC-MMSE is the best among the suboptimal
algorithms based on uplink MMSE weights for symmetric

Fig. 5. Single cell outage probability for different algorithms with respect to
number of users. (a) Type 1 traffic. (b) Type 2 traffic.

traffic. For uplink MRC weight-based algorithms, D-MRC,
NC-MRC and FC-MRC can support 17, 16, and 16 users,
respectively. Fig. 5(b) illustrates the results obtained for Type 2
data rate distribution. It is obvious that IVPW-1 can support 27
users, and the uplink MMSE weight-based algorithms are still
better than uplink MRC weight-based algorithms. However,
for asymmetric traffic, the NC-MMSE is a little bit worse than
FC-MMSE.
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TABLE III
P VALUES (IN dB) FORDIFFERENTALGORITHMS: G = 16, TYPE 1

TABLE IV
P VALUES (IN dB) FORDIFFERENTALGORITHMS: G = 16, TYPE 2

B. Multicell Capacity

Tables III and IV show the single cell average downlink total
transmitted powers, s, with respect to different number of
users for Type 1 and Type 2 data rate distribution using different
downlink beamforming algorithms, respectively. Tables V and
VI compare the required multicell average downlink total trans-
mitted powers, , for Type 1 and Type 2 data rate distribu-
tions, respectively. From Tables V and VI, it is seen that using
different downlink beamforming approaches, the required av-
erage downlink total transmitted powers are quite different; and
at the extreme, when the number of users is large enough, the re-
quired total transmitted power may become negative, which im-
plies that the system cannot support that number of users when
that particular algorithm is used. Therefore, from these tables, a
rough estimate of the system capacity can be obtained.

Further analysis is conducted for downlink multicell capacity
when power constraint is considered. Fig. 6 compares the outage
probability with respect to different power constraint using dif-
ferent algorithms for several user numbers. The multicell ca-
pacity results based on this figure as well as those for other user
numbers (not given out here due to space limitations) are shown
in Table VII.

From the simulation results, we have the following observa-
tions.

• Centralized algorithms, IVPW-1, VPW-1, IVPW-A,
and IVPW-T, are better than the other decentralized
algorithms. Specifically, IVPW-T is the optimal solution
in terms of system capacity enhancement and power
consumption. Uplink MRC-based algorithms, D-MRC
and FC-MRC and NC-MRC, provide smallest system
capacity among the methods compared. This is because
that these algorithms just keep the main beam of downlink
beam pattern toward the intended user (D-MRC also has
certain DOA shift), but do not consider the interference
polluted to the other users.

• Although different algorithms may have same system ca-
pacity, the required average total transmitted powers may
be quite different. Specifically, for D-MRC and FC-MRC,
although both of them can support 13 users for Type 1 dis-
tribution, the required total transmitted power for D-MRC
is about 9.7 dB higher than that required by FC-MRC.

• FC-MMSE is the best decentralized algorithm. More
specifically, for both Type 1 and Type 2 data rate dis-
tributions, FC-MMSE can support one more user than
the other decentralized algorithms; and for same number
of users, FC-MMSE costs less power. For example, for
Type 2 and , the required power for FC-MMSE is
about 2.4 dB less than that for NC-MMSE, and about 18
dB less than that for D-MRC.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have proposed two suboptimal algorithms
for generating downlink beamforming weights for FDD
DS-CDMA mobile radio. These algorithms are very simple in
implementation and computation as they just require the uplink
weights as input. Multicell capacity are also analyzed using
joint beamforming and power control scheme. Simulations
have shown that for single cell cases, NC-MMSE is better than
FC-MMSE for symmetric traffic, and similar to FC-MMSE
for asymmetric traffic; while for multicell cases, FC-MMSE is
better than NC-MMSE, and near the optimal solution in terms
of power consumption and multicell capacity. When uplink
uses MRC-based beamforming scheme, FC-MRC is much
better than D-MRC and NC-MRC in terms of power consump-
tion. Finally, it is pointed out that NC/FC algorithms can also
be applied to downlink weight generation for TDMA/FDMA
based FDD SDMA systems.

APPENDIX

A. Intracell Interference for Uplink Multiple-Cell Environment

For multiple-cell environment, we may still use joint
beamforming and power control scheme to determine the
beamforming weights and power vector. When the solution
is converged, the power vector can be computed by, if same
number of users is considered for both single- and multiple-cell
cases,

(21)
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TABLE V
REQUIREDP VALUES (IN dB) FOR DIFFERENTALGORITHMS: G = 16; c = 0:6, TYPE 1

TABLE VI
REQUIREDP VALUES (IN dB) FOR DIFFERENTALGORITHMS: G = 16; c = 0:6, TYPE 2

where

The average intracell interference power can be computed by

(22)

Direct calculation of (22) yields

or (11).

B. Intracell Interference for Downlink Multiple-Cell
Environment

If same number of users is considered for both single- and
multiple-cell cases, the power control problem is given by

(23)

where
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Fig. 6. Multicell outage probability for different algorithms with respect to power constraint. (a) Type 1,N = 13. (b) Type 1,N = 14. (c) Type 2,N = 12.
(d) Type 2,N = 13.

TABLE VII
MULTI-CELL CAPACITY FOR DIFFERENTALGORITHMS WITH DIFFERENTPOWER CONSTRAINTS, P ’s: G = 16; c = 0:6
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The average intra-cell interference power can be computed by,

(24)

which yields , thus (15)
from (14), where .
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